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§ I. Introduction
In this paper we construct a continuous one parameter semigroup a t of *-endomorphisms of S3 Op) having the property that there does not exist a strongly continuous one parameter semigroup of intertwining isometries (i. e. there is no strongly continuous semigroup of isometrics t/ (OeS3(£) to that U(t)A = a t (A)U(t) for all ^eS3(©)). In a previous paper [3 Powers] it was shown how to associate an index with continuous semigroups of *-endomorphisms of S3 Op) having an intertwining semigroup of isometries 0 This previous paper raised the question of whether such an intertwining semigroup of isometries always existed. The present paper shows that they need not exist.
We will call a continuous one parameter semigroup of *-endomorp hisms of a von Neumann algebra M an £ 0 -semigroup of M, The precise definition of an E^-semigroup is given as follows. 1 ) a t is a *-endomorphism of M for each ii) a Q is the identity endomorphism and a t oa s = a t+s for all t, 5>0 8 iii) For each f^M* (the predual of M) and A^EM the function f(a t (A) ) is a continuous function of t.
In § II we review some results concerning generalized free state of the CAR algebra and in § III we prove a theorem concerning operators which almost commute with projections onto subspaces of functions with support in [^,00). These results are needed in § IV where we prove the main result, Theorem 4. 1.
We wish to thank the referee for helpful comments concerning the organization of this paper.
Quasi-Free States of the CAR Algebra
In this section we collect some results concerning generalized free state of the CAR algebra. We refer to [5 Powers 5 Stormer] for more details. The CAR algebra over ® denoted H(ft) is a C*-algebra generated by elements a(f) defined for /eS and satisfying the CAR relations
a(af+g)=aa(f)+a(g)
for all /, g&!$ and complex numbers a.
The gauge invariant generalized free states of 81 (S) are states of 81 (®) whose 7z-point functions satisfy the relations If CD is any state of 31 (®) then the two-point function of a) determines an operator SB on $ by the relation Q>(a(f)*a(g)) = (/, 3%) where SB satisfies the relation 0<2B</. The gauge invariant generalized free states are determined by their two point function.
In the following we denote the trace of an operator A by tr(A If 3K is a linear subspace of ft we denote by 21(2)?) the C*-subalgebra of 21 (ft) generated by the a(/) with /e2R. ). First we show F n (0^o converges strongly as ft-»oo. We have for
00
Since 2Z ^--^?<°° we have from the above inequality that V n (t)0 Q is 1=1 a Gauchy sequence in norm. Hence V n (t)Q 0 -^Q t in norm as n->oo 0 One may calculate that for all /e^ where E n is the projection onto the space spanned by t/i? OBO %/n}-Since E n -^E as ?2->oo it follows then that
(p}}®t as ft -> oo where /? is a polynomial in the a(f) and a(g)*.
Hence, it follows that V n (t) converges strongly to a strongly continuous one parameter unitary group V(t) as ft->oo and
Note that F(2?r) commutes with TT(^[) for ^4e §l(^) and since 7r(2I(ft))" = S3($) since o> P is a pure state we have F(2?r) =A7. It will be convenient to have F(2?r) =/.
This can be arranged by redefining V'(t) =e ist V(t) with e~2 ltis = l. From now on we will assume that the group V(t) has been redefined so that V(2n) =L Then we define S=V(n") =V(x)*.
From the construction of S we have
Next we show ?r(2l(3K))" is a factor of type I. Let N be the von Neumann algebra generated by the elements Sn(a(f}} with /GrSR-1 . Since N is generated by elements which commutes with the <z(/) with f<=$Jl we have that JVCjr(8T(3R))'. Let R be the von Neumann algebra generated by 7r(2t(SK)) and N. Since Se7r(2r(3K))" it follow that w(fl(/)) =SSn(a(f)) ^R for/e3K
x and *(*(/)) eAfC/Z for /e2R. Hence, *(«(/)) e/Z for all for all /eft. Since the a(/) generate 8T(ft) we have /2 = ir(Sr(ft))' = »(£). Suppose Ce7r(2l(3K))" rMH(SR))'. Since CeffCHCStt))* we have Ce^'.
Hence, C commutes with both ?r(2l(3K))" and N we have C^R'. Hence, C = M. Hence, 7r(3T(3K))" is a factor.
Consider the state (QJBQ^ for 5<E7r( §t(3K))". This state is the weakly continuous extension of the state C0 0 , ?r(jB)i2 0 ) -a) P Hence, 
. 2) r(x) = \ and j (x) = -A -\ (e i6(p) ~ I) e
ip *dp.
We now state our main theorem. 
(%>y and for AtEM and t>0 we define a t (A) =W (t)AW(t) ~\ Then M is a type I factor and a t is an E Q -semigroup of M, Furthermore, there does not exist a strongly continuous one parameter semigroup of isometries U(f)^M with the property that U(t)A = a t (A)U(t) for all and t>0.
The proof of this theorem will be based on the following lemmas. it follows that |% | n f(X)->0 as x-»oo so | A; 1
Lemma 4. 3 8 77ze yo^z Neumann algebra M = K Q (%$)" define in Theorem 4. 1 is a type I factor and a t is an E Q -semigroup of M.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that M=x 0 ($3y is a type I factor if tr(P + E 0 P + (I -Eo)P + )<^oo where P + is the orthogonal projection of$onto3K+. Now P + E 0 P + -P + E 0 P + E 0 P + = P + E 0 P_EP + = Q*Q a To compute the trace of QfQ, where Q, in an operator with a kernel Let P, be the projection on ft given by (P,/) (*) =/(*) for x>l and (P,/) (x) =0 for x<l Then (I -P^)WP X is an operator of rank at most one for all 0<^<1.
Proof. Suppose the hypothesis and notation of the lemma are satisfied. Since F 0 is in the range of a minimal projection e Q^M the state (F 0? AF Q ) is pure on M. Let &, = &(») for £>0. We note the restriction of p to S3 t is pure for 0<t<l. This may be seen as follows.
We have E/(0*oW) =a t (x 0 
(A»U(t) =x 0 (p t (A»U(t) for Hence, we have TT O (^) =U(t)*x Q (p t (A))U(t).
Hence, for *<1 and A^%> we have Since U(l-t)^M we have p is a pure state of S3 f for all 0<£<L We will show that (I -P^WP^ is an operator of rank at most one for 0<^<L
In Lemma 4.2 we saw that tr(P + E 0 P+(/ -jE 0 )P+Xoo and, hence, by Theorem 2. 3 it follows that there is a unitary S^M so that 
(t)A = a t (A)U(t) for all A^M,
Then the hypothesis of Lemma 4.5 is satisfied as is the hypothesis of Lemma 4. 6 and, therefore, there are numbers a and b so that a<b and the restrictions of ^0 and w 1 to S3[<2, 6] are quasi-equivalent. But by Lemma 4. 7 this is not possible, Hence 9 it follows that there is no intertwining semigroup of isometries U(t)^M, [^] 
